
When using moulds it is essential that you use a good 
primer, this protects your glass work and your mould 
enabling you to fire again and again!
We sell four different types of primers, all of which we have used in our studios 
and are happy to recommend.

Go to www.creativeglassguild.co.uk to order yours today!

Primers

Primo Primer From £12.49
This primer can fire up to 843°C and 
higher and easily brushes onto shelves 
and moulds using a haik brush. Simply 
mix 1 part primer with 5 parts water, 
apply 4-5 coats horizontally and 
vertically and pre-fire to 260°C for 10 
mins. This primer is good for one firing 
and will need to be reapplied each 
time you fire.

Tygris Spray £27.98
This spray is a budget version of the widely used 
Boron Nitride spray.  This spray is not recommended 
for frit casting or scrap master moulds due to the 
higher temperatures required. Great for use with 
stainless steel moulds. Apply the first coat lightly to 
all areas on the mould that will come into contact 
with the glass, allow to dry for 5 mins and re-spray 
then leave to dry for 15 mins. You will need to apply 
one light coat each time you fire.

MO-RE From £39.99
An easily applied spray on mould primer 
which can fire up to 872°C. Simply lightly 
spray at a 45 degree angle onto your 
mould in a sweeping motion, allow to dry 
for 10 mins then apply a second coat and 
allow to dry for 10 mins. As you only need a 
light coating this spray will go a long way. 
You will need to recoat for each firing.

ZYP Spray £62.00
Recommended by Creative Paradise 
this easy to apply spray can fire up to 
982°C. Apply two coats in 2-3 second 
sweeping bursts, allow the mould to 
dry then reapply a second light coat 
then leave to dry for 15 mins. You will 
need to apply one light coat each 
time you fire.


